The ULTRASHIELD HYDROCARBON DEGRADER Range

ULTRASHIELD BIO-ACTIVE

PLUS+
Contains: Active Sprint Enzymes.
The Ultimate Multi-Surface Cleaner for walls, floors, machinery, filters and vehicles and for deep and maintenance cleaning in manufacturing, engineering, warehousing
& distribution centres, garages and other industrial environments









Significant cleaning power + greater cleaning thoroughness
Easy to use and safer for staff
Easier COSHH compliance and reduced risk of bacterial infections when compared with
other surface cleaners
Active Sprint Enzymes go on working - so you use less cleaner and save money
Works best at lower water temperatures – saves heating costs and energy
Replaces the need for traditional toxic cleaners
Less damaging to equipment and fixed assets
Both dirt and cleaner biodegrade - cuts pollution and disposal costs

ACTION
UltraShield Plus+ is a concentrated rapid action biological cleaner for all surfaces - including tough machine
cleaning. UltraShield Plus+ unique enzymatic action removes oils, grease, organic matter, starch and stains by
digesting the soiling matter - it also stops the growth of moulds and fungi and can stop the growth of
pathogenic bacteria. UltraShield Plus+ enzymes remove soiling naturally (as nature intended), but do it rapidly
without the need to use toxic and harmful chemicals. Having done their cleaning job these enzymes then just
keep on working - unlike traditional chemicals.
RECOMMENDED DILUTIONS
Treatment
1:150
Heavy oils, grease and mould
machines and filters.
1:200/1:300 Grease covered walls, floors,
Ceilings, filters and.
machinery etc.
.
1:250/1:500 Sealed floors, tiles floors and
interiors and exteriors of
vehicles.
1:300/1:750 Maintenance cleaning of
all surfaces.

Application
Apply manually or with appropriate machine.
Apply foam or soak. Contact time from 10 to 60 minutes.
Apply manually or with appropriate machine and use as
above. Contact time 10 to 30 minutes.
As for walls and floors above.
Apply in the usual manner. Allow 2 to 10minutes
for the product to work efficiently

NOTES
Do not mix with other chemical cleaners
0
0
Most effective when used in warm water 15 c to 50 c
Do not overdose, the product does not become more effective at concentrations above 1:50
For tyre marks and solidified grease a hard brush or pad is recommended
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